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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents the authors' work on the string matching problem and well-known 

string matching algorithms such as Knuth Morris Pratt (KMP), Boyer-Moore (BM), Rabin-

Karp (RK) and so on. Additionally, this paper also analyze the pros and cons and complexity 

of these classical algorithms. From then, the authors propose to improve the string matching 

algorithm, using the hash algorithm proposed in the Rabin-Karp algorithm, however, 

combining the use of binary search tree in both period of preprocessing and matching which 

assists to speed up the string matching. Advanced string matching algorithms are applied in 

the module of checking the duplication level of thesis anti-copying system that is developed 

and applied at the Faculty of Information Technology (IT), Le Quy Don Technical University 

and give good results with large size sample. Improved algorithms are also tested on different 

data and compared in term of performance with other string matching algorithms, giving 

better results in many test cases. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There appears to be some evidence that the rapid development of science technology, 

network technologies and searching techniques have been supporting the remarkable surge of 

resources on the Internet in term of numbers, varieties and probability found by users. Along 

with human knowledge, studies of scientific research, works and intellectual products have 

been digitized and widely disseminated. 

However, besides the obvious advantages, the explosion of resources and knowledge on 

the Internet also has some negative aspects, one of which is plagiarism. Due to the enormous 

development of network resources, along with an unclear awareness about the responsibility 

of citing sources for references, plagiarism has been now becoming a conspicuous problem, 

especially in the scientific research community and the education environment. In the narrow 

sense, plagiarism only violates ethical standards; however, in broader terms, for products or 

researches that has already registered copyright protection, plagiarism has infringed the law. 

Therefore, in addition to educate and advance the consciousness about intellectual property 

for students, researchers, scientists in particular and the community of Internet users in 

general, there is in need of having a tool assisting the check of copying level and warning the 

users about their behaviours.  

Around the world, several systems to check the document for copying level have been 

developed. Through investigations, there are some prominent systems such as Viper - The 

anti-plagiarism scanner, Scholar Plagiarism Software, DupliChecker, Plagiarism Checker X, 

Plagiarism Checker [1] ... and some other self - construction systems built by universities. 

These systems have the following advantages: 
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- Use sample data sources to test for resources on the Internet. This makes it possible for 

the system to check whether the documents or dissertations are copied from any particular 

sources on the Internet; 

- Some systems offer free; 

- Test time is acceptable. 

However, besides, these systems also have some disadvantages such as: 

- Some dissertations written in Vietnamese are experiencing problems; 

- Use Google's or other search engine's services so you can not master the database but 

depend on the results returned through the provided web services. 

Therefore, the test results from these systems can only be used for reference but not yet 

feasible for large-scale deployment at universities. 

In fact, the issue of anti-copying of the thesis in Vietnam, despite having attracted 

attention from the public, it only stops at the level of propaganda, education and enhancing 

the awareness. Only when there are complaints or letters of plagiarism, the investigation and 

prosecution are then conducted without having the necessary systems which warn the 

copying level before. It is obvious that in the environment of education, doing research or 

other field relating to the intellectual property, the management and anti-copying system has 

exceedingly practical meanings. 

One of the core issues of these test systems is to properly manage the document database 

and string matching algorithms must be accurate and have acceptable time-consuming. Chain 

matching algorithms have been studied since the 1970s and have had considerable results [2]. 

However, depending on the characteristics of the problem or the data need to be matched, the 

algorithms will return different results. Many algorithms are good with a certain class of 

mathematical problems, but possibly return poor results for other problems.  

For management and anti-copying problems, in addition to the efficiency of text 

matching algorithms, data organization also plays a very critical role in which good data 

organization will reduce the searching space when matching and consequently speeding up 

the copying – level test. Proceeding from that fact, the authors propose to improve the text-

matching algorithm based on the combination of hash function and binary tree search to 

speed up the test. 

The paper is structured as follows: 

Part 1 – Problem Statement. 

Part 2 – Introduce the matching problems and some classic matching algorithms. 

Part 3 – Present the authors' improvement. 

Part 4 – Present the experiment and evaluate the results. 

Part 5 – Present conclusions and give some development directions. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

String matching problem 

String matching is the comparison between one or more strings P (commonly known as 

Pattern) and the text T to find the location and the occurrences numbers of that string in the 

text.  

Describe the problem: 

- Pattern needs to be found: P (length: m), m]P[1    

- Document: T (length: n),  mn],n T[1    

- P and T have the same set of finite characters L: Numbers, letters, punctuation, 

special characters 

,?,..}){~,!,#,$,%; LZAza; L(L  }..,..{{0..9}  
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- s is called the transfer key of P in T when moving respectively P on the document 

T. The P pattern is found in the T text if occurring the transfer key s satisfies 

mj 1 ] = P[j], n-m; T[s+js0   

String matching is the problem finding all the valid transitions of the given P pattern 

that occur in a T. 

Example:  P = ababba; T = ababababbaa; s = 4 

Table 1. String matching illustrations 

Position 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

T a b a b a b a b b a a 

P     a b a b b a  

Applications of string matching problems 

String matching is one of the most important and widely used algorithms in the 

information technology field, namely:  

- Applications in the search engines: Google Search, Yahoo Search, Yandex Search ...;  

- Applications in text editors to compare between documents editions or to check 

grammar errors; 

- Applications in the compiler to test the source code; 

- Application in packet analysis, rogue detection and network intrusion detection; 

- Application in database matching; 

Some string matching algorithms 

In classical sample matching algorithms, it can be noted some noticeable algorithms such 

as Brute Force algorithm, Knuth-Morris-Pratt, Boyer-Moore, Rabin-Karp, Bitap, Two-way 

string-matching... Basing on the popularity and its application, within the scope of this article, 

the first four algorithms will be introduced. 

The Brute Force algorithm is essentially a scalar algorithm, despite giving slow results, 

but effective when need to compare exact sequences and compare problems with small data. 

In 1970, S.A. Cook demonstrated the theoretical results to show the existence of an algorithm 

for solving a sample matching problem with time proportional to (m + n) in the worst case 

[3]. Later, D.E. Knuth and V.R. Pratt went on that directions and proposed a new algorithm in 

1977. During this time, J.H. Morris also studied independently and discovered this algorithm 

that is why this algorithm was named KMP by the name of its three inventors. 

In spite of having invented earlier, until the year 1977 the KMP algorithm was unveiled, 

during which time R.S. Boyer and J.S. Moore discovered another algorithm using different 

approach but providing similar complexity named as Boyer-Moore. In 1980, Nigel Horspool 

introduced a matching algorithm similar to the KMP algorithm, but reversed the comparing 

order i the Software-Practice & Experience document. In March 1987, R.M. Karp and M.O. 

Rabin introduced a simple algorithm that roughly resembled the Brute Force algorithm in 

terms of having a time scale proportional to (m + n). This was documented in the IBM 

Journal of Research and Development and it was named Rabin-Karp [4]. 

Brute Force Algorithm 

The Brute Force algorithm’s idea is to test all positions on the text from 1 to n-m + 1. 

After each try, the sample is jumped to the right of a character until the text is checked out. 

Example: Find P = aab in T = acaabc 
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Figure 1. Illustrations for Brute Force Algorithm 

 

Pseudocode of the algorithm is described in the table 2, 3: 

Table 2. Brute Force Algorithm 

Input: Text T, Pattern need to be found P 

Output: The positions found of P in T 

[1]. int i = 0, n = Length(T), m = Length(P); 

[2]. for i = 1 to n-m+1 

[3].     if (IsMatch(P,T,i) 

[4].         Output(i); 

[5]. return ;  

 

Table 3. IsMatch Function 

Input: Text T, Pattern P, Starting position for matching of P in T 

Output: True if find P in T at index position, False if not find 

[1]. int i = 0, m = Length(P); 

[2]. for i = 1 to m 

[3].     if (P[i] # T[index + i])  

[4].        return false; 

[5]. return true; 

The worst case is when finding until the T chain is checked out, there is no result. Then 

with (n-m+1) positions to search, m letters of P will have to be compared with the 

corresponding letters of T string. The maximum number of comparisons is m*(n-m+1). If m 

is very small, the algorithmic complexity is O(m*n).  

KMP Algorithm 

The KMP algorithm is based on the Brute Force algorithm with the idea of leveraging 

the information of the previous attempt [5]. 

Example: Find P = ABCDABD in T = ABC ABCDAB ABCDABCDABDE 

Let m and i be the algorithmic alpha-numeric index for the T string and the P Pattern 

- Step 1, derived from m = 0, i = 0 start browsing on T, at m = 3, i = 3 string T and 

Pattern P do not match (T[3] = space, P[3] = ‘D’). We will stop the comparison and start 

again with m = 1. We note that the first letter of P is 'A'  does not appear in T from position 1 

to 3 so we move to m = 4 

- Step 2, derived from m = 4, i = 0 start browsing on T, at m = 10, i= 6 string T và pattern 

P do not match (T[10] = space, P[6] = ‘D’). We notice that  “AB” string in pattern P does not 

appear in T from position 5 to position 7, so we move to m = 8. 

- Step 3, derived from m = 8, i = 0, The sample does not appear space character, so  

forward to m = 11. 

- Step 4, derived from m = 11, m = 17 of T does not match with i = 6 of P so we consider 

with m = 12, however from m = 12 to m = 14 character named T is not ‘A’ so consider next 

with m = 15. 

- Step 5, m = 15, find the pattern P that appears in the T string at the position 15. ABC 

ABCDAB ABCDABCDABDE 

Pseudocode of the algorithm is described in the table 4, 5: 
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Table 4.  KMP Algorithm 

Input: Text T, Pattern need to be found P 

Output:  The positions found of P in T 

[1]. int i = 0, n = Length(T), m = Length(P); q = 0; int [] M;  

[2]. M = ComputePartialMatchTable(P);  

[3]. for i = 1 to n 

[4].     while q > 0 and P[q+1] # T[i] 

[5].          q = M[q] 

[6].      if  P[q+1] = = T[i] 

[7].          q = q + 1; 

[8].      if q = = m 

[9].          Output(i-m) 

[10].        q = M[q];       

 

Table 5. ComputePrefixFunction 

Input: Pattern P 

Output: Partial match table 

[1]. int m = Length(P); k = 0; q = 0; int [1..m] M;  

[2]. M[1] = 0; 

[3]. for  q = 2 to m 

[4].     while k > 0 and P[k+1] # P[q] 

[5].          k = M[k] 

[6].      if  P[k+1] = = P[q] 

[7].          k = k + 1; 

[8].      M[q] = k; 

[9]. return M; 

It is easy to see that the KMP algorithm has a preprocessor calculation stage in step 2, 

expressed in the ComputePartialMatchTable function. The partial match table indicates 

where we need to look for the start of a new match in the event that the current one ends in a 

mismatch. The preprocessor calculation has a complexity of O (m), in the comparison stage, 

the complexity is O (n), so the algorithm has the complexity of O (m + n).  

Boyer-Moore Algorithm 

Boyer Moore's algorithmic idea is to check the letters of  P pattern on the right-to-left T 

text and when the first difference is detected, the algorithm will proceed to move a "window" 

(a segment with the length of m) on T. There are two ways to move windows: 

First option: Move so that the parts compared in the previous time match with those that 

likes in the following time. 

Second option:  Assume the first character that does not match the text, is b = T [j + i-1], 

we will move so that having a character like b on the model string matching it (if there are 

multiple positions appearing b on the sample then we choose the location to the right most). 

Further readings on the algorithm code and description of best and worst case scenarios can 

be found at [6]. 

Boyer Moore's algorithm has the complexity in the preprocessing stage as O (m + k), 

where k is the size of the L alphabet, the complexity in the comparison period is O (n), so the 

complexity of the algorithm is O (m + n + k). 

Rabin–Karp Algorithm 

The idea of the Rabin-Karp algorithm is to use a hash function to convert the sample to a 

hash value, then encode each m length in the text and compare the hash values. Pseudocode 

of the algorithm is described in table 6 

Table 6. Rabin–Karp Algorithm 
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Input: Text T, Pattern need to be found P 

Output: The positions found of P in T 

[1]. int i = 0, n = Length(T), m = Length(P); 

[2]. hpattern = Hash(P);  hs = Hash(T[1..m]); 

[3]. for i = 1 to n-m+1 

[4].      if hs = = hpattern 

[5].           if T[i..i+m-1] = = P 

[6].                Output(i); 

[7].      hs = Hash (T[i+1..i+m]); 

 

From the algorithm's pseudocode, it can be seen that the 2
nd

 , 5
th

 and 7
th

 step need the 

maximum time O (m) to perform, while other steps perform with constant complexity, but the 

7
th

  step is in the loop repeating from 1 to n-m + 1, so the algorithm complexity in the worst 

case is O (m * n). 

 

String matching algorithm based on the combination of Hash Function and Binary 

Search Tree in the application of building a thesis anti-plagiarism system 

 

The fundamental of the algorithm. 

The algorithms that described above are not all of the current string searching algorithms. 

However, they represent for the majority of the ideas which can solve the string searching 

problem. Although there are some distortions of this algorithm and other approach strategies, 

the complexity of all of them is not as strong as O(m + n). 

 Despite using Hash Function in the Rabin-Karp has not completely improved the 

String Matching Algorithm, in the comparison step between two simple strings turned into 

the comparison of between two hash values (step 4). If the Hash Function was used 

effectively, the complex level can be reduced from O(m) to O(1). By the way, this solution 

takes time to calculate the hash values. Basically, the complexity of the comparison step of 

the two simple string when using Hash Function and using normal way is similar, however, if 

the Hash Function was used, time for preprocessing period (time of getting hash function 

results) is longer, but the comparison period is faster. Since then applying the string matching 

algorithm for checking level of plagiarism, the preprocessing period need to be done initially 

in order to run the matching process faster because of the comparison among hash values 

only instead of testing and launching the results to the users. Besides, after preprocessing 

step, if the hash values are organized effectively, the speed of comparison among new hash 

values (the thesis need to be checked) will be raised. Then the speed of the whole process 

also being improved.  

 In order to save the hash values after preprocess period, there are variety of data 

structures can be applied. Nevertheless, with the huge amount of hash values, which need to 

be found quickly, the Binary Search Tree is the most suitable solution. With the 

characteristics of the math, the actions in the Binary Search Tree focus on the numerical 

insertion sort, finding and balancing, thus the Binary Search Tree structure which is chosen is 

AVL because of having merits rather than the simple binary trees, black-red tree or splay tree 

[7]. The complexity of the insertion sorts, finding or delete on the tree is O(log(n)).  

The description of the algorithm. 

The process of checking the paradigm level in the thesis anti-copying system includes 2 

stages: preprocessing and checking. 

 In the preprocessing stage, every sentences of each thesis will be separated. The Hash 

Function then will be applied to calculate hash values of those sentences and save on the 

Binary Search Tree (figure 2). 
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 In the checking stage, the new thesis is separated into sentences and calculated hash 

values as the preprocessing stage, then the hash values will be find in the Binary Search Tree 

and the results are given (figure 3).  
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Figure 2: Illustrations for preprocessing stage 
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Figure 3: Illustrations for checking stage 

The matching algorithm combines the hash function and the binary search tree used in 

second stage. Each sentence in the thesis that needs to be examined after calculating into the 

hashed value will be searched on the binary search tree. The pseudocode of the algorithm is 

described in table 7. 

Table 7.  Matching Algorithm combining the hash function and binary tree search  

Input: The binary search tree T stores the hash values of the theses 

 Thesis needs to be tested P 

Output: Positions of the sentences’ thesis P found in T tree 
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[1]. int i = 0, indexOf = 0; string[] M; 

[2]. M = SplitDocument(P); //Sentence separating function of thesis 

[3]. for i = 1 to Length(M) 

[4].      hpattern = Hash(M[i]);   

[5].      indexOf = Find(T, hpattern); 

[6].      if indexOf  > 0  

[7].           if  M[i] = = T.GetValue(indexOf ) 

[8].                  Output(indexOf ); 

 

Experiments and evaluating results 

The matching algorithm combining the hash function and binary search tree is applied in 

the thesis anti-plagiarism management systems (TAMS). The TAMS’s architecture is 

described in figure 4. Users of system are students, supervisors, inspectors or 

admin/moderator. To start, after login, users upload theses to system, and then these files are 

saved in server’s “Temporary directory”, in which “Automatic checking system” is called to 

seperate thesis’s sentences and check the level of duplicating. The duplicating sentences are 

marked and hyperlinked between initial thesis and checked theses in database. These marked 

files are saved in “file after processing” folder. Consequently, the result of checking is 

returned to user and system’s admin via email. 

 

Figure 4: Illustrations for testing period 

The system is installed on the server Dell PowerEdge R710 2 x 2.26Ghz E5520 Quad 

Core, 12GB Ram, 2 TB HDD of the Software Engineering Lab, Faculty of Information 

Technology, Le Quy Don Technical University. 

The degree of copying of the thesis is calculated by two parameters Dtotal và DA/B: 

100*/

A
N

TotalA
N

Total
D 

 

100*/
/

A
N

BA
N

BA
D 

 

Where: 

DTotal : The copying degree of thesis A comparing with all the sample theses. 

DA/B : The copying degree between the thesis A and the thesis B 
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NA/Total : Duplicating sentence but not repeated of thesis A compared to the others theses 

NA/B : Duplicating sentence but not repeated of thesis A compared to the thesis B 

NA : The number of sentence in thesis A 

The hash function used is the 32-bit integer hash function, which is available in the .Net 

library allowing to encodes the thesis’s sentences into integers. Data used are the 

postgraduate theses of  Information Technology of Le Quy Don Technical University. 

Additionally, in order to compare the performance with other algorithms, test data is 

automatically generated and tested. 

The testing algorithms provide the same results of copying level, differing only in 

processing time and testing time. Test results are shown in Table 8.  

 

Table 8. Comparison the thesis testing time among algorithm 

Experiments No. 
The numbers of 

thesis 

Testing time (s) 

Brute 

Force 

Boyer-

Moore 
KMP 

Rabin–

Karp 

Proposed 

algorithm 

1 50 545 20 22 60 15 

2 100 1143 35 28 116 22 

3 217 3296 64 72 324 36 

4 600 6684 191 188 1129 48 

5 1000 10484 423 443 2102 64 

 

From the results of experiments, it is clearly seen that the proposed algorithm has 

provided more effective testing time than other matching algorithms. This is explained as the 

data used in the proposed algorithm has been preprocessed and stored in the structure of 

binary search tree; which, in turn the process of testing the copying level only performs the 

comparing the hash values whereas other algorithms must fully perform the string actions and 

window moving operations on the text that needs to be compared. Because the algorithm 

implements exact sentences match  in the text,  and then determines the copying level 

comparing to the original text, the accuracy when comparing algorithms is similar.  

 

CONCLUSION 
This paper has presented the overview of string matching problem and its applications, in 

which it emphasizes the application in the anti - plagiarism system and testing the level of 

copying documents. Classic matching algorithms are also examined and analyzed for 

computational complexity. From the peculiarities of the dissertation copying and the idea of 

the Rabin-Karp algorithm, the string matching algorithm basing on the combination of the 

hash function and the binary search tree has been proposed. The theoretical basis of the 

algorithm were analyzed, combining with experimentation on different datasets to compare 

its performances with other matching algorithms, suggesting that the proposed algorithm 

yielded good results in almost cases. Algorithm is now installed and applied in the module to 

check the copying level in the thesis anti-plagiarism and management system of the Faculty 

of Information Technology, Le Quy Don Technical University. In the future, the 

development direction of the system is to build and integrate heuristic algorithms to 

accelerate current exact algorithm. In addition, the system will also expand the matching of 

these theses with other references on the Internet using web search engines provided by 

google, yahoo, yandex .... Such functions like Spell checking, document format proofing, 

data sharing among coordinated universities will be built and integrated into the system. 
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